A global dimension for wrapping

Dedicated to manufacturing high-quality innovative packaging products that boost customer's efficiency and profitability, Lachenmeier’s portfolio includes stretch hooding and shrink wrapping machines - the answers to a broad range of market segments.

lachenmeier.com

Semi- or fully automatic pallet load stretch wrapping machines, including our industry-renowned Octopus technology, that delivers the high performance solutions and optimized lifecycles your business deserves.

haloila.com

Whether wrapping, banding, pallet packaging, load securing, strapping or packaging material, H. Böhl offers a comprehensive range of customized orbital wrapping solutions for long shaped products and coils.

boehlwrapping.com
Harness the power of three industry-leading stretch hooding and vertical and horizontal stretch wrapping technologies to meet your specific needs for securing and protecting your products during transportation.

By working together with us, you can benefit from our expertise and unique portfolio of technologies that can be tailored to deliver the optimum packaging solution for your palletized or non-palletized products; whether they are stand-ardized in high-volume throughput centers or very irregularly shaped in JIT commissioning operations.

So, you can rely on our consultation process and testing capabilities to deliver the ideal wrapping technology for your load stability needs at the lowest possible wrapping price per pallet.

The ideal wrapping technology for your load stability needs
Harness the power of three

Orbital Wrapping, Banding, Tray Packing and Strapping
Connect with us globally